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Overview
When someone contacts CHANGES asking how we can help them, we call them back
and have a conversation over the phone, or will offer to meet them face to face if a
phone call is difficult for them.

793 people made contact with CHANGES over the year. We spoke with 720 people and met 47 people for a face to face session. .

Of those who contacted us, 61% were
female and 39% were male.
The majority those contacting us are
between 20 –49

Signposting from a GP remains the
most common way people find out
about CHANGES


45% of people found out about
CHANGES from their GP.

We are always pleased when someone
recommends us to friends or family


7% of people found out about
CHANGES from a friend or family
member.

Thank you to all Staff and Volunteers
The trustees would like to thank all the staff and volunteers for ensuring another
successful year for CHANGES. A total of 964 people attended a CHANGES group,
course, activity or therapy over the year and we are delighted that feedback remains
overwhelmingly positive in all areas.
We are grateful to the East Lothian Health & Social Care Partnership for being our
major funder and look forward to helping the partnership achieve improved mental
health and wellbeing for the residents of East Lothian.
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Numbers
Number of

Number of

Courses &
groups
2
7
3
2
2
2
3
3
2
4
4
4
4

Participants

Cycling for Health
Doodle Drop In
Singing For Fun
Tai Chi
Wellbeing Walks
1:1 Sessions

9
Ongoing
Ongoing
Ongoing
18

22
17
30
20
196
Number Attending

Buddy walking
CBT
Counselling
Nutrition therapy
Peer Matching
TOTAL

1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1

4
63
93
4
17
964

Course/Group 2017-18
Eat Well Keep Active
First Steps course
Gentle Exercise
Learn to Relax course
Men’s Group
Men’s Peer Support Group
Mindfulness course
Mindfulness Taster Session
Relaxation Workshop
Stress Control course
Mental Health First Aid
ASIST
safeTALK
Group/Activity

12
61
36
18
15
20
24
30
20
75
48
62
77
Number Attending

•

498 people attended a course or group

•

285 people attended an activity

•

156 people attended 1:1 therapy

•

25 people attended other 1:1 sessions
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First Steps to Positive Mental Health and Wellbeing
This course is a good starting point to help people increase their
awareness and understanding of themselves and to identify
coping strategies. People tell us they really appreciate the
support from other group members and from our volunteer
co-facilitators who understand what they are experiencing.

7 courses were run over the year with 61 people completing the course. 4 courses
were run in Musselburgh, 2 courses were run in Prestonpans and 1 in Haddington.
Improved Wellbeing
54 participants completed a Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (WEMWBS)
before and after the course and 48 (89%) recorded positive change scores.



I feel more positive and optimistic about
the future. I was able to assess my
current unhelpful behaviours/thinking and
evaluate things they may help me to
break the cycle/ease my problems.



I am more aware of the importance of
taking time out for myself and not trying
to be everything to everyone.



It’s helped me identify
situations which cause stress
and my reactions to them.
I’ve identified strategies for
dealing with difficult situations
in order to avoid falling into
the negative thinking trap.



The group has helped me
massively. I am coping better
and now feel confident I can
have a fuller life. I was at a
point where I did not want to
be here.

An additional 16 people attended some sessions but didn’t complete the course. We
always try to speak to people who can’t continue and do all we can to help them attend
a future course.
Evaluation
55 participants completed evaluation forms and 98% thought the course had met it’s
aims.





93%
97%
90%
90%

of participants felt they had gained more awareness of their feelings
gained more awareness of their thinking
gained more awareness of their behaviours
gained more awareness of their physical symptoms

Overall, participants gave the course a rating of 9.5 where 1 is poor and 10 is excellent.
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First Steps to Positive Mental Health and Wellbeing
This group is very good and should be made
available to all who are suffering with mental
health problems.
 All the facilitators were very understanding and
kind—they allowed us to process what we are
going through.
 I think this is a fantastic course, the staff and
volunteers have been amazing. I feel like I have
my life back.
 This course should be made available in education
and work environments.


Volunteers
7 Volunteers co-facilitated these courses alongside a staff member.

Felt very looked after and listened to and also uplifted and
supported. Also helped build cohesion.
 They have been through something similar and come out the end.
Nice to see people putting free time into mental health
awareness.
 It made the course feel real and grounded. These people have
shared the same experiences as me.
 Was good to have support from someone who had their own
experiences of group and were able to encourage and reassure.


Stress Control
Stress Control is an evidence based CBT class designed to help people understand
the psychological aspects of stress and learn strategies to cope better in their lives.
1 Volunteer co-facilitator assisted with Stress Control.

75 people attended 4 Stress Control courses with 3 courses run in Musselburgh and
1 in Haddington.
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Mindfulness
Mindfulness is a way of being present – to pause and pay
close attention to what we are feeling, thinking, sensing or
doing from moment to moment without ruminating about the
past or worrying about the future. Mindfulness is developed
through the regular practice of simple meditation methods.

24 people attended 3 Mindfulness courses over the year, with 2 courses run in
Musselburgh and 1 in Haddington.

Improved Wellbeing
23 people completed a WEMWBS before and after the course and 21 people (91%)
recorded positive change.

I have moved from resistance to offering/allowing myself to feel
kindness and compassion—partly due to the dynamics of the group—
which offered a safe, accepting space to discover Mindfulness and the
genuineness of the facilitators.
 This course has been a great turning point for me in my life. I am able
to live in a much calmer way of living and am settled because of this. I
have gained great knowledge in training my mind to accept life and to
stop worrying over a future that isn’t set.


Evaluation
22 people completed an evaluation form, giving the course a 9.8 rating where 1 is
poor and 10 is excellent.

I found the course helped me to manage my anxiety and not to feel so
frightened of it. It also helped me to be kinder to myself and to feel
more confident about the future.
 I found the course very useful. I gained the ability to take time out to
look at myself. I have gained the ability to be at peace, to slow down
and appreciate life. The course was well organised and structured with
each week a new element covered.
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Mindfulness
We also helped people to integrate Mindfulness practice into their daily lives through
offering 7 monthly drop in sessions for people who had completed a course.
30 people attended the Drop In sessions.

Volunteers
4 Volunteers co-facilitated Mindfulness courses.

The group along with course leader
and volunteers have been a great help
through everything, always there to
talk and you feel safe with them.
 The course leader and volunteers
were amazing, kind, interesting and
funny.


Other comments from participants

I found the course very helpful. I have found it has helped me relax
a bit more and to breathe and take in more of the world when I am
out walking.
 It gives you lots of information, lots of support and it’s a bit comfort
each week, especially if the week has been stressful. Each week I
looked forward to coming to the group and left feeling so much
better.
 The course was excellent and I know that I have benefitted and this
is only the beginning. The content was well structured and each
session built on the one before.


Interesting, learned new ways of coping through acceptance rather
than blocking things out. The course was good and varied. The
handouts we got each week were very helpful.
 Attending a group practice was motivating and learned so much from
sharing with other people.
 The course has made me listen to my body and mind. I am able to
move on and not be stuck worrying about things I cannot change. It
has given me the ability to let things go.
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Men’s Groups
The members of Changes Men’s groups continue to comment on the relief that they have
found a place where they can express themselves. It is very common for men to express
that they feel they cannot share their true feelings and problems with their family and
friends for fear of burdening them and or being judged. It is continually heartening that
even on the first night of the group, men do share some very personal details about
themselves. The men feel they are listened to and appreciate that their stories resonate
with other men and vice versa. To know that they are not alone with their struggles is
frequently commented upon as a significant help. The courage of their sharing quickly
develops trusting relationships within the group and this safe space becomes fertile
ground for personal growth and understanding. Sometimes from being in tragic places,
dark and unfamiliar they embark on a journey that allows in light and transformation.
2 therapeutic support groups were run during the year and a total of 15 men attended.

April – August 2017: 8 men who had joined the
therapeutic group in 2016/17 continued working
together between April and August 2017. 7 sessions
were offered. Attendance levels continued to be high,
with half the group attending all 7 sessions.

CORE10 forms (which is a recognised clinical tool to
measure outcomes) are completed at intervals for
the duration of the group and before & after scores
for the last 4 months of this group showed positive
change scores for 4 out of 5 men completing a
CORE10 form. (80%)

My problem was I
wasn’t talking about
things and they just
built up. I talked
mainly about my
anger, my work, my
relationship with my
wife
 The more I came to the
group the more
confident I became


August 2017 – March 2018. A group of 10 men were invited to form a new
therapeutic support group in August 2017. 7 men took up this offer and attended the
group between August 2017 and March 2018. 12 sessions were offered and 5 of the
men attended 8 or more sessions.
CORE10 forms were completed on joining the group and at the end of the group and
showed positive change scores for 3 out of the 4 men completing a CORE10 from
(80%)
Before I used to hide the fact that I was coming to the Men’s Group at Changes, I
was ashamed about what other people would think. Now I tell everyone I’m
going, and I don’t care what other people think because it helps me and other
people are supportive when I tell them. People don’t know how good it is till they
come see it for themselves.
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Men’s Peer Support Groups
We were also able to run 2 peer support groups during the year which is evidence of the
growth in our work with men.
Peer Support Group 1
The 11 men who were members of the Peer Support Group at the end of March 2017,
were eligible to continue during this year. The men’s peer support group offers longer
term support to men after attending the therapeutic group. 10 men continued with
their membership of the group becoming known as peer support group 1. At the end
of the year, there were 8 men in peer support group 1.

24 sessions of peer support group 1 were offered. As in the previous year,
attendance levels were high, demonstrating the ongoing commitment group members
have built up with each other.

Peer Support Group 2
The men who completed the therapeutic group in August 2017 were invited to join a
new peer support group; Peer Support Group 2. This group started with 8 members
and had 10 members by the end of the year. 16 sessions of Peer Support Group 2
were offered.
The men in both peer support groups continue to keep an objective eye on their mental
health by completing CORE10 forms at intervals during the year.
12 men completed before and after CORE10 forms
7 of them recorded a positive change
5 recorded a negative change
The group levels me out—
This ongoing awareness of their own psychological
I’m responsible for my
attendance and I feel by
wellbeing helps group members to ask for the support.
attending the group it will
help me get back to work
eventually. I don’t have to
I continued into the merged group facilitated
bottle things up anymore
by John because I wanted to carry on being
because I have that space
honest and I want to continue having a
from one fortnight to the
place where I can vent off and I know that
next which helps me to
the men understand this.
reflect and talk about the
things I would have bottled
up.
Men’s Monthly Social Gatherings
The programme of monthly social activities is organised by members of the peer support groups and funded by the men themselves. It offers the opportunity for friendships to form and helps to combat isolation. Outings this year included Falkirk Wheel,
Mary King’s Close, Maid of the Forth, Museum of flight and Seacliff Beach.
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Doodle Drop In
The weekly Doodle Drop In continued at The Quay in Musselburgh. 7 new people joined
during the year and a total of 17 people regularly attended.

Coming to Doodle
has helped me so
much with my
anxiety etc – keep
up the good work

I am really happy I had the courage to
come along. The friendly and welcoming
atmosphere and the activities are lovely.

Doodle drop in has been very good for me as I can go for a long
time seeing no one and speaking to no one.

Members of the group decided they wanted to
have a CHANGES stall at the Fisherrow Craft
Fare in November 2017 and worked hard over
a number of months to prepare a fantastic
range of crafts which raised £105

It was a good buzz being on the Changes Craft Stall at the Christmas Fair - folks
were happy to talk to us and hear about how art can benefit mental health. Doodle
with Changes has helped people like me through supportive friendly chat and nonjudgemental activity. I was happy to join in with staff and other volunteers to sell
lovely handmade crafts, promote such a worthwhile organisation and I hope I have
the opportunity to represent Changes again.
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Creative CHANGES Workshops and Courses
With funding from PSG Area Partnership, we
started running a weekly Doodle Drop In at
The Pennypitt Centre in Prestonpans.
Unfortunately, we were not successful in
engaging enough people to keep this group
going but 5 people attended a 4 week
Creative CHANGES course held in
Prestonpans in March 2018. All participants
rated the course as excellent and agreed
that being creative was good for their mental
health and wellbeing.
Creative Workshops
3 workshops were held in Summer 2017. The first workshop encouraged people to
enjoy drawing and doodling as a relaxing and pleasurable practice. At the second
workshop, people leant how to make simple things with beads and moved onto more
challenging items at the third workshop. 9 people attended these workshops and gave
an average rating of 9.8 (where 1 is poor and 10 is excellent)



Liked learning new skills, meeting new
friends.



Thank you for today, felt much better today.

It was very relaxing and
great fun. The facilitator
made it accessible not
only for artists but for
everyone. I feel
confident to doodle at
home now.
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Healthy Living Project
Another year has passed with over 40 Healthy Living Project Volunteers
continuing to lead the walking groups, buddy walks, cycling for health programmes,
singing for fun groups, as well as supporting the Gentle Exercise and Eat Well-Keep
Active courses. Also, through our partnership working we have continued to run Tai
Chi Classes and introduced the Simple Dance Exercise Class, which has enabled us to
free up spaces on the Gentle Exercise Class to support new participants to come
along.
Yet again the Healthy Living Project Volunteers were recognised as they won the
East Lothian’s Inspiring Volunteering Awards,
2017 Volunteer Team Award. Three Volunteers went
along to the award ceremony in Haddington as
representatives of the project and despite the stiff
competition were delighted to win! This is the second
time in five years that the Volunteers have won this
award and it’s a very deserving tribute to their
dedication to the project and to the people they support
in the local community!

Many of the volunteers have been with CHANGES for
a considerable number of years and stay loyal to the
project because they see the benefits of what they
do and how it can transform people’s lives. Being
physically active has been proven to be effective in
improving mental health wellbeing and contact with
other people in a supportive environment, brings
many benefits too.
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It has been a very busy year for the Healthy Living Project with 20 separate
activities taking place. There were 19 blocks of Group Walks run in Musselburgh,
Prestonpans, Port Seton, Haddington and Dunbar. A total of 337 participants took
part in these walks. Some participants walk with more than one group, making a total
of 244 unique participants being supported by a total of 41 Volunteer Walk Leaders, to
improve their wellbeing.
In addition to the group walks, 4 volunteers supported people on a 1:1 basis to walk
more through Buddy Walks and 4 participants were supported to take part in 67
walks during the year. We aim to link people into other activities at the end of the
buddy walks.
Volunteers taking part in the Nordic Walks training

In July, 2017 piloted Nordic Walks, with
the support of six existing Volunteers
trained in-house. 18 participants took
part in these first sessions. Since then
we’ve run sessions at Newhailes in
Musselburgh, from Brunton Hall in
Musselburgh and Port Seton Community
Centre.
These sessions are proving to be very
popular and we have been able to support
all ages and abilities to take part.
Well organised and everyone is
friendly and helpful.
The Nordic Walks have helped
me to think about posture and
how I walk.

We also continue to support the Feel Good Walks and Other Social Events
Meet Up Group. 3 Volunteers are involved in this
22 participants took part in both the Beginners Cycling
Programme and the Follow-on sessions. These
sessions have supported participants to build their
confidence on a bike and cycle more. 9 Volunteer Cycle
Ride Leaders and 2 Cycle Maintenance Volunteers support
this part of the project.



I have enjoyed learning new skills and although I find it challenging the
facilitators are very patient with me as a new learner. Thank you for all your
help in giving me confidence.
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In addition to the walks and cycling, 2 Volunteers facilitated 2 Singing for Fun groups
with a total of 30 participants attending. Another Volunteer offered individual Nutrition
sessions to 4 participants during the year and 2 Eat Well-Keep Active courses took
place, attended by 12 participants. A pilot Functional Fitness session also took place,
facilitated by a member of staff and a Volunteer, with 5 participants taking part to test
their level of fitness.
The Healthy Living Project supported the Our Outdoors Workshop run in March, 2018,
through SCPHRP at Edinburgh University and CHANGES received a remuneration for this
work that enabled the purchase of ukulele’s to offer Beginners Ukulele classes run by
a Volunteer. These classes have become very popular and the plan is to support more
people to take up this very versatile instrument over the next year.
The Healthy Living Project Social Committee
made up of 3 volunteers organised a very enjoyable
outing to the Scottish Parliament in February, 2018
and this was one of the two to three outings that the
Committee organises each year. These events are a
great way for volunteers to get together outwith their
volunteering roles and to meet other volunteers who
are involved in other parts of the project.

Volunteer Peer Mentoring
Peer mentoring helps people who are unsure about attending a group or lack the
confidence to go along on their own. 6 Volunteers delivered 27 peer matching sessions
to 17 people.
6 people completed an evaluation form and 100% told us they had more confidence
in accessing CHANGES services.
Peer Matching sessions were given a 8.5/10 rating for satisfaction.
I would like to thank all
the volunteers within
CHANGES, without your
help I don’t know where I
would be right now.

It was so helpful in alleviating my
anxiety and agoraphobia to know a
friendly face and understand more
about the course to allow me to
attend.

It’s nice to be matched with someone who
knows what you are going through and to help
you as they understand.
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Volunteers
Groups & Courses
19 volunteers were actively involved with us over the year.



17 volunteers co-facilitated groups and courses.
Course/Group/Activity

Number of volunteers involved
2

Doodle Drop In
First Steps Course

7

Learn To Relax

2

Men’s Group

1

Mindfulness

5

Stress Control

1

Peer Matching

6

The involvement of our volunteers in groups, courses and activities is a crucial part
of our philosophy and way of working as they are able to connect to others in a real
and authentic way—they have walked in their shoes and it shows!
Extremely helpful
because people have
been there and come
through it – instead of
someone just learning it
from a university

Having their experiences shared helped
it feel more down to earth

Very friendly, listened to what I had to
say and I opened up more than I thought
I would do due to feeling safe

Helped me to talk to others about what I am
finding difficult and understand I am not alone.
I might not have been able to access First
Steps or indeed concentrate but the matching
has enabled this
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Learn to Relax
3 courses were run over the year, all in Musselburgh.
18 people completed the course.
In 2018 we decided to change to a monthly workshop which would enable new people
to learn Relaxation techniques and previous participants to continue to develop their
Relaxation techniques and to integrate them into their day to day lives. At total of 20
individuals attended the workshops which were run in February and March.
Improved Wellbeing

14 people completed a WEMWBS before and after the course and 11 people (79%)
recorded positive change.
Evaluation
17 people completed an evaluation form and 100% of participants found the course
enjoyable, giving the course a 9.0 rating where 1 is poor and 10 is excellent.
The parts of the course that participants found most helpful were




Exercises in general
Belly breathing
Mindfulness and Visualisation

I now make one day a week where I make time to do my relaxation
CD.
 Will miss the course, not long enough.
 Facilitator is great at the reading and her voice is guiding and soothing


Volunteers
2 Volunteer facilitators took a lead role in delivering the course with a staff member in
a support role. Participants valued the contribution of the Volunteers.





They understand what you are going through and all very
friendly.
It is interesting and comforting to know that they have been
through what we are experiencing.
They have a good understanding of how to relax and their
own experience helps others.
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East Lothian 1st Response
We were pleased to work in partnership with East Lothian Council, Penumbra and
Stepping Out to offer 1st Response East Lothian which started in June 2017.
1st Response offers face to face support for people who are experiencing mounting
stress and feeling unable to cope.
We offered a Drop In session in Musselburgh every Tuesday and:




41 Drop In sessions were delivered over the year
33 people attended for a face to face meeting ( 18 women and 19 men)
67% of people lived in Musselburgh and 30% lived in Prestonpans

As well as listening, we helped people get in contact with other supports such as CAB,
Gateway clinic, mental health nurse, Rivers Centre, ELC housing and to get other help
from CHANGES. We also gave people self help resources to learn more about stress,
anxiety, depression and relaxation.

Choose Life Training
More courses were run and more people (187) completed training offered as part of
East Lothian’s Choose Life strategy this year. The majority of participants (59) were
from 3rd sector organisations, 42 from East Lothian Council, 37 from education/higher
education, 10 from NHS, 10 from other public sector. 23 members of the public
attended.
Course

Number of Courses

Number Attended

Mental Health First Aid

4

48

ASIST

4

62

SafeTALK

4

77

An excellent course, should be
compulsory for all people
working with people at risk.
(ASIST)

Made me more aware of all
Mental Health issues in UK and
how to deal with them.
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Counselling

93 people attended for counselling over the year and the average waiting time was 20
weeks. We offered counselling placements to 10 students.

How do we know if counselling is
helping?
54 people completed a CORE10
form at the beginning and end of
counselling with 49 (91%) recording
positive change.

We also ask everyone completing counselling to fill in a feedback form and we were
pleased to receive 41 forms.

56% of clients thought the number of sessions was about right. 29% thought there
were too few sessions. 6 clients did not answer this question.






95%
88%
95%
95%
95%







strongly agreed they felt comfortable with their counsellor
strongly agreed that counselling was helpful
strongly agreed that arranging appointments was easy
felt welcomed at CHANGES
strongly agreed they would recommend CHANGES counselling to others

Counsellor put me at ease from 1st session and was very encouraging
I found myself really looking forward to my sessions and I will miss them
My counsellor consistently emphasised that they were there to help me,
this and their positiveness gives me hope I can resolve my issues
Helped me find the root cause of some of my problems
At first facing my issues was difficult but overall it was worth it
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Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT)
In July 2017 we introduced a new system offering everyone requesting CBT a
consultation appointment. This has proved successful in helping people understand the
commitment required to undertake therapy and to help them find alternative options if
CBT is not the right option.
92 CBT consultations were offered.


39 people went onto CHANGES CBT waiting list



22 people went to Stress Control course or used self help materials



11 people were referred to East Lothian psychological services for therapy



7 people chose CHANGES counselling



2 people did not require any therapy



11 people cancelled or Did Not Attend their appointment.

63 people received CBT during the year.


35 people started and ended their CBT during 2017/18



10 people ended their CBT in 2017/18 having started in 2016/17



18 people started their CBT in 2017/18 and continue to the next year.



When I was waiting I didn’t know if CBT was even what I needed to help me.
An early assessment would have put my mind at rest and given me hope.



The offer of tea as soon as I arrived helped me to feel at ease. I never had
to wait, and the environment was calm, not too many people around. My
therapist made me feel relaxed from the start, even when the CBT was
difficult she made me want to come back.



My therapist was always thoughtful, patient and considerate. She talked me
through issues with me that I couldn’t express in any other environment. I
am very grateful – thank you to everyone.

30 CORE10 forms were completed before and after therapy, 83% recorded positive
change, 3% recorded no change and 13% recorded negative change.
We introduced CBT feedback forms this year and initial results indicate that:





People
People
People
People

are happy with the number of sessions they receive
strongly agree that CBT is helpful
feel more in control/more able to cope after CBT
would recommend CHANGES CBT to others
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Income and Expenditure Report
CHANGES received income of
£235,010 (£244,202 in 16/17)

Income

and total expenditure was
£231,140 (242,758 in 16/17).

East Lothian Council

A small surplus was recorded in
our Unrestricted fund which
increased the General Unrestricted
Reserve to £81,352. This remains
sufficient to meet CHANGES
liabilities and no matters of
concern were identified during the
independent examination of the
accounts carried out by AW
Scotland CA.

Funder
NHS Lothian
Robertson Trust
Mental Health Innovation Fund

2017/18
(£)
41,263

2016/17
(£)
41,263

148,316

148,316

10,125

13,500

8,000

14,810

Spirit of 2012

10,787

Big Lottery Fund

8,531

Other Grants

2,749

7,708

Donations

5,476

2,236

10,550

5,582

235,010

244,202

2017/18
(£)
172,349

2016/17
(£)
180,173

Other Income

£3,307 was spent on upgrading
our computer systems during the
year and this expenditure was met
from the designated fund, which
exists to support investment in
equipment or development work.
This decreased the designated
fund to £25,915 at the year end.

Total Income

Property Costs

20,055

21,150

Funding from Big Lottery to carry
out development work to explore
new premises for all CHANGES
activities was received and carried
forward as a restricted fund of
£8,531 as this work will be
undertaken in 2018/19.

Service Provision Costs

20,892

18,489

Administration Costs

17,094

22,246

750

800

231,140

242,758

Expenditure

Staff Costs

Governance Costs
Total Expenditure

We are grateful to all those who financially supported the work of CHANGES during
2017/18:
East Lothian H&SCP: East Lothian Council: Robertson Trust:
NHS Mental Health Innovation Fund: Big Lottery: PSG Area Partnership:
Anderson Butchers: J Shaw: M Thomas: P Dewar: St Martins Church Men’s Group:
A Smith: I Gordon: B McPherson: L Young: G Menzies: E Robertson: E Purves:
Serotonin Fitness: J Boucher: The Guild: Honest Toun Singers: P Ritchie:
M Dooner: J Mather: M Hodge: St Clements & St Ninians Church:
Kiltwalkers: Haddington Rotary Club and all those who donated anonymously
through our BT MyDonate site.
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CHANGES continues to support the Feel Good Walks and Other Social Events MeetUp Group, with 3 volunteers organising walks and other events throughout East Lothian.
In addition to the group walks, 4 Volunteers supported people on a one to one basis to
go out walking and walk more through the Buddy Walks programme. 4 participants
were supported to go on a total of 67 walks, thoughout the year, with the aim of linking
people into other activities at the end of the matchings.
Healthy Living Project Activities 2017/18

Blocks

Total No of
Sessions

Musselburgh Tai Chi

Ongoing

42

Musselburgh Gentle Exercise

3 x 10 weeks

Musselburgh Saturday Walk

No of Volunteers
Supporting
Activity

Unique
Attendees

20

N/A

20

30

36

2

36

3 x 10 weeks

30

56

6

32

Musselburgh Wednesday Morning Walk

2 x 10 weeks

20

44

4

38

Musselburgh Wednesday Evening Walk

1 x 10 weeks

10

15

8

10

Musselburgh Gentle Tuesday Walk

2 x 10 weeks

20

23

4

17

Prestonpans and Port Seton Tuesday Walk

3 x 10 weeks

30

30

5

18

Haddington Monday Walk

2 x 10 weeks

20

56

7

39

Dunbar Friday Walk

3 x 10 weeks

30

57

5

34

Musselburgh Tuesday Nordic Walk

1 x 8 weeks

8

18

6

18

Buddy Walks

4 x 20 weeks

67

4

4

4

East Lothian Feel Good Walks

Ongoing

21

108

3

30

Musselburgh Tuesday Cycling (Follow-on)

Fortnightly

18

7

2

Musseburgh Wednesday Cycling

1 x 6 weeks

18

6

2

Musselburgh Thursday Cycling

2 x 6 weeks

18

9

3

Musselburgh Singing For Fun Group A

Ongoing

40

18

1

20

Musselburgh Singing For Fun Group B

4 x 8 weeks

32

12

1

9

Eat Well-Keep Active Course

2 x 6 weeks

12

12

2

12

9

4

1

4

5

5

1

3

480

540

67

356

Nutrition Sessions (one to one)
Beginners Ukulele

1 x 5 weeks

Total

•
•

•

No of
participants

22

Lovely scenery and good company.
The walks are really enjoyable. The variety of walks and the
company of everyone on them is really beneficial giving you a feel
good factor!
Very enjoyable. The walking length is good and the company is
great. Thank you to the Volunteer Leaders for giving up their time.

21

